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Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of broadcasting messages and life-
time in wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks. The study is based on the best
known localized algorithm, namelyLBIP, which is based on a centralized one,
BIP, whose principle consists in constructing a broadcast tree rooted on the source
node, taking into account the specificities of wireless networks. Even ifLBIP has
excellent performances regarding energy consumption, it selects for each broad-
cast the same nodes to retransmit the message; if the source of the broadcast,
the base station in a sensor network, is always the same, this will lead to de-
plete quickly the energy of relay nodes. In this paper, we proposeDLBIP, a new
localized broadcast algorithm based onLBIP, which dynamically changes the
broadcast tree to balance energy consumption on nodes without any additional
messages. We show that proposed strategy can significantly increase the num-
ber of broadcasts before the network failure. We provide simulations results that
clearly demonstrates the lifetime enhancement due to our optimization.

1 Introduction

As a consequence of recent advancements in miniaturization and wireless com-
munications, a new kind of network has come to the fore:Wireless Sensor Net-
works (WSN). In those networks, nodes can gather information from their envi-
ronment, such as temperature, gas leak, etc. They can also communicate, thanks
to their wireless communication device, with other nodes in their transmission
range. WSN are also composed of at least one special node, called thebase-
station, or sink, the purpose of which is either to centralize collected data from
the WSN, send queries in the network, or connect the WSN to other networks.
WSN recently attracted a lot of attention because of their wide range of applica-
tions. They can be used in a many different fields, monitoring tasks eitherfor the
military, or the environment, security, health-care, and habitat automation[1].
When broadcasting, the source node needs to send a message to all the nodes
in the network. Many applications need to broadcast messages to the wholenet-
work: so as to send a query to all the nodes, to broadcast an information, or to do
some route discovery . . . The broadcasting task occurs more frequently in such
networks. Proposed methods need to be designed for wireless sensornetworks:
sensor nodes are small objects working thanks to a tiny battery and communicat-
ing thanks to their wireless communication device.



Due to the limited battery power, these networks are power constrained, and as
communication ranges are limited, an important set of nodes needs to retransmit
the message in order to cover the whole network. The easiest way to broadcast a
message to all sensors in the area is calledBlind Flooding and it works as follows:
each node relay once the message, and if there exists a path between the broadcast
source and any node in the network, all nodes will receive the messageproperly.
But this method implies a lot of redundant messages.
We can find in the literature various broadcast algorithms used to save energy
consumption in the WSN: sometimes nodes can adjust their transmission power
in order to save energy and obtain better results, sometimes it is only possible to
reduce the number of retransmitting nodes to achieve a full coverage.
Nevertheless, reducing the energy consumption is always realized forthe same
purpose: to increase the lifetime of the network. It is not sufficient to analyze the
energy consumption for one broadcast; it is more interesting to study the lifetime
network after several broadcasts. The notion of network lifetime is not clearly
defined for ad-hoc and sensor networks in the literature and is clearly application
dependent [2]. This point is discussed in section 2.3.
In this paper, we try to guarantee as long as possible the reception of broadcast
messages in the network,i.e., over 90% of the sensors have to receive the broad-
cast messages. We based our work on theLocalized Broadcast Incremental Power
Protocol (LBIP) [3], the best known localized algorithm regarding to energy con-
sumption when transmission range adjustment is possible, and we propose the
Dynamic Localized Broadcast Incremental Power Protocol (DLBIP) a new lo-
calized broadcast protocol whose principle is to use dynamic broadcast trees to
improve lifetime. We provide simulation results demonstrating its efficiency re-
garding to lifetime.
This paper is organized as follows: we introduce the network and the energy con-
sumption models, and also definitions of network lifetime in Section 2. Section
3 is dedicated to a brief overview of existing broadcasting algorithms. In sec-
tion 4, we introduce our protocolDLBIP. Section 5 presents simulation results
comparingDLBIP to LBIP. Section 6 concludes this article and presents future
directions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Network Model

We represent a WSN using the widely adopted Unit Disk Graph Model, denoted
UDG. An UDG is defined byG = (V,E) whereV is the set of nodes (sensors), and
E the set of edges representing available communications. LetR be the maximum
communication range for all nodes. There is an edgee = (u,v) ∈ E if and only if
the Euclidean distance betweenu andv, denotedd(u,v) is less or equalR:

E = {(u,v) ∈V 2|d(u,v) ≤ R} (1)

Two nodes that can communicate are considered to be neighbors. The hop-distance
between nodesi and j is the minimum number of edges to cross to reachj from i.
Thek-hop neighborhood for nodei, is defined as the set of nodes reachable within
at mostk-hops of nodei. Nodes can adjust their transmission range, so as to con-
sume less energy, while chosen transmission ranger is less or equal maximum



transmission rangeR. We assume that nodes are equipped with omnidirectional
antennas: if a nodei transmits a message with its transmission range set tox, all
its neighborsj with d(i, j) ≤ x receive it.

2.2 Energy Consumption Model

In networks where nodes are not able to adjust their transmission range, one easy
way to measure the energy consumption of a broadcasting algorithm is to count
the number of nodes which retransmit the message. In this paper, we consider
networks where sensors can adjust their transmission range to reducetheir energy
consumption. Thus, we use the most commonly used energy consumption model
where energy consumption is given according to the chosen transmission range.
If a node broadcasts a message with a transmission range equals tor the energy
consumption will be:

energy(r) =

{

rα + c if r > 0
0 else

(2)

The most used values for this model are given by Rodoplu and Meng in [4]. They
propose to use it withα = 4 representing the signal attenuation andc = 108 an
overhead due to signal processing.

2.3 Lifetime Definition

Many broadcasting algorithms proposed in the literature are designed to reduce
global energy consumption. But energy consumption reduction is madeto extend
network lifetime. It seems insufficient to consider only energy consumption of
only one broadcast; it is more suitable to analyze the behaviour of the network
after more broadcasts.
Lifetime in WSN is still not very well defined whereas choosing a good lifetime
criterion is very important when designing new protocols [2]. A good lifetime
metric is needed to analyze exactly protocol’s behaviour, and to optimize your
protocol regarding requirements. There is no definition of lifetime suitableto all
kind of applications in Wireless Sensor Networks. The choice of one or another
criterion depends clearly on your application requirements.
We can find in the litterature communication algorithms using the Time To First
Failure (TTFF), or number of tasks done before one failure to define network life-
time [5]. But, unless if the failure of only one node is a disastrous state regarding
our application requirements, TTFF criterion seems to be insufficient. In many
applications, the network is not considered as being faulty if one node runs out of
its battery energy, or if one node do not receive a broadcast.
It is important to note, that some nodes may be considered asmore important than
other nodes in WSN. For example, a node can run out of its battery energy and
partition the network : but, it is not always the First Failure which partition the
network into two components. When our application needs that all sensorshave
to be alive, TTFF is suitable, else we should analyze the number of broadcasts
(or time) until less than X% of nodes receive the message, with X depending on
application requirements.



3 Related Work

3.1 Broadcasting Without Range Adjustment

The easiest way to reduce energy consumption consists in reducing the number
of nodes which retransmit the message to achieve the broadcast; many solutions
have been proposed to minimize the number of communications.
We can find clustering algorithms constructing connected dominating sets, pro-
viding a backbone for communications, so as to reduce the number of nodes used
to retransmit messages. Probabilistic protocols have also been proposed such as
[6, 7].
In the Neighbor Elimination Scheme (NES) 1[8], when nodei receives the mes-
sage, it monitors if its neighbors have received the message, until a timeout. If
all nodes seems to be covered, nodei does not rebroadcast r the message; else
nodei needs to retransmit the message. This leads to a significant elimination of
redundant messages. It is important to note thatNES can often be used as an addi-
tional mechanism over another protocol. In the Multipoint Relay protocol (MPR)
proposed in [9], 2-hop neighborhood knowledge is needed. The source node se-
lects a subset of its 1-hop neighbors to relay the message in order to cover all its
2-hop neighbors, and sends the message, including its choice in the packet so as
to propagate them to its 1-hop neighbors. Finding such a minimal set of nodes is
a NP-complete problem, however an interesting greedy heuristic is proposed in
[9].

3.2 Broadcasting With Range Adjustment

When nodes are able to adjust their transmission range so as reduce theirenergy
consumption, it is not sufficient to reduce the number of nodes retransmitting
messages.

RBOP, LBOP and TR-LBOP: Broadcast Oriented Protocols RBOP,
LBOP and thenTR-LBOP [10] have been proposed to improve the efficiency of
already existing protocols, taking into account the possibility to adjust transmis-
sion range. Their general principle is to useNES on a subset of their neighbors
defined with respectively the Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG), the Local
Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST), and LMST computed with a target radius.
These protocols, speciallyTR-LBOP, offer goods performances regarding to en-
ergy consumption, but suffers of latency due to the use ofNES.

BIP: Broadcast Incremental Power Protocol In [11], authors proposed
a centralized algorithm, named Broadcast Incremental Power protocol (BIP), al-
lowing transmission range adjustment, and providing interesting results regarding
to energy consumption. The main idea consists in proposing a variant of Prim’s
minimum spanning tree algorithm, taking into account the wireless multicast ad-
vantage: when a node sends a message using its maximal transmission range,
all nodes inside its transmission range (its neighbors) receive the message. The
principle ofBIP is the following:

1 also known as Wait & See protocol



– Initially, the broadcast tree is empty, and the source node is marked.
– All nodes start with their transmission range set to 0.
– At each step and until all nodes are covered,BIP selects the pair(i, j), with i

a marked node andj an unmarked node, and such that theadditional power
needed to reachj is minimum; theni sets its transmission range so as to
reachj.

Theadditional power is defined as being the cost fori to reachj, minus the cost
of its already selected transmission range.

LBIP: Localized Broadcast Incremental Power Protocol The Local-
ized BIP (LBIP) protocol, in [3], is the localized version ofBIP. Its main prin-
ciple is the following; the source node applies theBIP algorithm in its k-hop
neighborhood, and forwards its instructions with the message, as withMPR pro-
tocol. When nodei receives the message, if there is instructions inside the packet
i applies theBIP algorithm on itsk-hop neighborhood using previously received
instructions. If there is no instruction in the packet, this means thati neighborhood
is already entirely covered, and thusi can drop the packet.
Simulation results show thatLBIP outperforms other distributed protocols regard-
ing to energy consumption, and is only slightly more energy consumming than
centralizedBIP protocol. Authors shows that theNES could be additionally used
in order to guarantee a complete coverage. Else, withoutNES, conflicting deci-
sions lead to reach nearly 98% of the nodes in the network (which is in most cases
sufficient). They also show that usingLBIP with k = 2 is the best compromise,
providing excellent results while required knowledge is not too important.

Lifetime oriented centralized algorithms In [12], authors consider the
problem of broadcasting the maximum number of messages until a node do not
receive a broadcast. They propose interesting heuristics but proposed algorithms
are centralized and they consider a different source for each broadcast. Another
interesting centralized work can be found in [13].

4 Dynamic Localized Broadcast Incremental Power
Protocol

4.1 Principle

We consider here a static wireless ad hoc or sensor network, where always the
same node (the base station in a WSN) broadcasts a message to all nodes.Our
purpose is to maximize the number of broadcast until the reachability goesbelow
than 90%. The reachability is defined as being the number of receiving nodes
divided by the total number of nodes.
The general principle of our optimization consists in balancing energy consump-
tion between nodes, by changing relay nodes according to remaining energy. The
main part of the protocol is the same used inLBIP: each sensor computes its
broadcast tree on itsk-hop neighborhood, and according to received instructions.
In our protocol, we change the weight metrics to compute dynamic broadcast
trees,i.e., which can change at each broadcast. Weights used to compute the
broadcast tree are not only computed according to the energy consumption of



the communication but also regarding to remaining amount of energy. Let Bi be
the remaining amount of energy on nodei. If we denotedC(i → j) the weight for
a communication fromi to j, our new weight is computed as follows:

C′(i → j) =
C(i → j)

Bi
(3)

Using this new weight to compute the broadcast tree, nodes with lower remaining
energy are less selected to retransmit the broadcast, or are asked to communicate
on a shorter distance. This leads to a better balance of energy consumption be-
tween nodes. This solution extend network lifetime : the broadcast tree, contrary
to LBIP, is now not unique, it changes according to remaining energy. As our op-
timization is based on a dynamic broadcast tree, and is based onLBIP, we name
it DLBIP for DynamicLBIP.
Fig. 1 illustrates our dynamic algorithm. On the left we can see the unique broad-
cast tree computed byLBIP ; this is also at least the first broadcast tree computed
by DLBIP (if initially Bi = B j for every nodei and j). On the right we can see
one of the other broadcast trees computed byDLBIP.

Fig. 1.A small network.

In the following example, we compare the weightings used to compute broadcast
trees, withLBIP andDLBIP. We consider three nodesi, j andk such thatd(i, j) <
d(i,k). Nodei wants to communicate the message toj andk.
With LBIP algorithm, the choice is made by the following inequality :

C(i → k) < C(i → j)+C( j → k) (4)

If previous inequality is true,i sets its transmission range to communicate with
both nodes ; elsei sets its transmission range to communicate withj and asks it
to retransmit the message tok.
As described before, withDLBIP remaining energy on nodesi and j change
previous inequality :

C(i → k)/Bi < C(i → j)/Bi +C( j → k)/B j

⇔ C(i → k) < C(i → j)+C( j → k)×Bi/B j (5)

The choice is related both to communication costs and remaining energy. Ifj
remaining energy is still high whilei remaining energy has decreased,j is more



easily chosen as a relay node. On the other hand, ifBi > B j nodei will probably
send the message to both nodes.

Remark: In this paper, we have decided to consider only remaining energy of
sending nodes to compute the dynamic broadcast trees. But other waysto weight
edges can be used to balance energy consumption in the network: for example,
critical nodes whose failure lead to partition the network can be detected. Wecan
use this to limit their energy consumption, so as to partition the network as late
as possible.

4.2 Energy updates

However, so as to useDLBIP, each sensor needs to know or assess remaining
energy of each its k-hop neighbors. We propose here a method which can be
divided in two parts:
Approximate calculations:
Each sensor tries to estimate remaining energy on nodes in its neighborhood ac-
cording to its knowledge:

– Each time a sensor computes a broadcast tree, covering its neighbors,it can
assess energy consumption of its neighbors. As the broadcast tree is com-
puted according to received instructions, and as sensors which will receive
messages will obey to included instructions, estimations are close to real
energy consumption.

– For a given broadcast, when sensori receives a message without instruction
for i, the message is not retransmitted. However, when a node receives the
packet for the first time, it can read instructions for all its k-hop neighbors,
providing a good way to update the estimation of remaining energy of its
neighbors.

Accurate updates: When sensori computes the broadcast tree needed to cover
its k-hop neighbors, and includes instructions in the message, it can also include a
field with its remaining energyBi. This message is sent to its neighbor, which can
accurately update their estimation of remaining energy on nodei. These updates
can be done until the message reaches node outsidei neighborhood, then the field
can be removed.

Remark: to avoid an excessive packet size increase, it is not needed to include
remaining energy for each broadcast, this can be done once in a while.

5 Performances Evaluation

5.1 Simulation parameters

In order to evaluate performances ofDLBIP, we present simulation results in this
section using WSNET simulator [14]. We compared our protocol toLBIP, be-
cause our protocol is based on it and as it outperforms other localized protocols
regarding to energy consumption. We have chosen nearly the same parameters
used for the evaluation ofLBIP in [3]. As said in Section 2 we used the Unit
Disk Graph to model available communications. We consider a static network,
composed of 500 nodes randomly deployed using an uniform distributioninside



a square area. The size of the area is computed according to chosen network den-
sity. The maximum transmission range is fixed to 250. All nodes have initially
the same amount of energy, except the base station which can transmit as many
messages as needed. The energy consumption model is the one presented in sec-
tion 2 equation 2 withα = 4 andc = 108. As in [3], LBIP andDLBIP have been
implemented with an ideal MAC layer: two nodes can transmit a message at the
same moment, without collisions.LBIP andDLBIP compute their broadcast tree
within their 2-hop neighborhood as simulations in [3] shows thatk = 2 seems to
be the best compromise.
To resolve conflicting decisions inLBIP protocol, the authors proposed in [3],
to use the Neighbor Elimination Scheme to reach a total coverage. Without the
additionalNES overLBIP, the coverage is still enough high for most applications.
As our algorithm is based onLBIP, the same conflicting decisions may appear,
and can also be solved using theNES. Thus, so as to measure precisely the impact
of our proposition we have decided to analyze simulation results without the use
of theNES in LBIP and inDLBIP.
We have decided to consider that the network is faulty when less than 90% of
nodes receive the broadcast, so we study the number of broadcastingtasks that
can be done until reachability goes below 90%. Simulation results are similar,
whatever the initial energy on sensor is; that’s why we do not compare results
according to the initial amount of energy.

5.2 Simulation results

Fig. 2. Reachability in density 20 networks. Fig. 3.Percentage of transmitting nodes.

In Fig. 2 we give forLBIP andDLBIP the percentage of receiving nodes, regard-
ing to the number of broadcasts done. WithLBIP protocol, the chosen broadcast
tree is always the same, thus always the same node are selected as relaynodes.
In density 20 networks, this obviously lead to a achieve less than 90% of covered
nodes after 210 broadcasting tasks. Contrary toLBIP, DLBIP uses a dynamic
broadcast tree, relay nodes and transmission ranges are selected according to both
communication costs and remaining energy: this leads to a better lifetime of the
network. Indeed, 600 broadcast are achieved before less than 90%nodes are cov-



ered. This means an increase of nearly 185% until 10% of nodes are not covered
in density 20 networks.
The percentage of transmitting nodes for density 20 networks, given in Fig. 3,
is obviously initially the same forLBIP andDLBIP, but as the number of real-
ized broadcast increases,DLBIP use a few more emitters. This can be explained:
if node A was used to cover some nodes, when its remaining energy decreases
too much, there is two possible alternatives. Either another node increases its
transmission range to cover its neighbors, or two other nodes communicate the
message, leading to an higher number of emitters.

Fig. 4.RatioRDLBIP/RLBIP. Fig. 5.Broadcasts latency.

Let RLBIP be the average energy consumed by a node,i.e. the ratio obtained by
dividing the energy consumption for a broadcast usingLBIP protocol with the
number of nodes. As the broadcast tree computed thanks toLBIP is static, we
compute this ratio only for the first broadcast. LetRDLBIP be the average energy
consumed by a node,i.e. the ratio obtained by dividing the energy consump-
tion for a broadcast usingDLBIP protocol with thenumber of covered nodes.
This time, the broadcast tree is dynamic, thus we analyze the evolution of ra-
tio RDLBIP/RLBIP regarding to realized broadcasts in Fig. 4. We can see that the
average energy consumption by node, needed byDLBIP is slightly higher (less
than 10%). This increase is due to the weighting of communication costs with
remaining energy, and is needed to balance energy consumption so as toimprove
lifetime.
Fig 5 give us the latency in arbitrary units of the broadcasting tasks regarding to
the number of broadcast realized. The latency is computed as being the elapsed
time for all sensors to receive a broadcast. There is no significant increase of the
latency after several broadcast when usingDLBIP compared toLBIP. The latency
is only linked to the number of remaining alive nodes and to the broadcast tree
depth which is nearly the same for both protocols.
We provide in Fig. 6 reachability,i.e. the percentage of receiving nodes, in a
network with a higher density than in Fig. 2 ; this is a network with density equals
to 40. We can note that our algorithm is scalable : indeed, in density 40 networks
DLBIP perform more than 350% more broadcast thanLBIP until reachability
goes below 90%. This is confirmed by Fig 7, which gives the average number
of broadcasts done before the reachability goes below 90%. We can notethat



when the density is between 30 and 40,LBIP achieve less than 400 broadcasts,
while DLBIP goes on increasing the number of broadcasting tasks. The higher
the density is, the more choicesDLBIP has to balance energy consumption.

Fig. 6. Reachability in density 40 networks. Fig. 7.Lifetime regarding to density.

6 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we deal with optimizing the number of broadcasts until 10% of
sensors failed receiving the message. We argue that only measuring the energy
consumption of one broadcast is not sufficient to make a good performance anal-
ysis of the lifetime of a sensor network. Thus we propose a new protocol,DLBIP,
which is a new dynamic broadcast algorithm based on theLBIP algorithm.
Actually, in the case of a static wireless ad hoc or sensor network, where always
the same node wants to broadcast a message to all nodes, computing the energy
consumption of one broadcast is not sufficient. Our method consists in taking into
account the remaining energy of nodes in the network, to obtain in time a dynamic
broadcasting tree which optimizes the lifetime of network. The main propertyof
DLBIP is that it does not need additional messages to work. Simulations show
the efficiency of the protocol in term of lifetime comparatively toLBIP, even if
DLBIP is slightly more energy consuming.
Further research should address other ways to balance energy consumption, such
as detecting critical nodes, or trying other weightings to computeDLBIP broad-
cast trees, to see the most efficient trade-off between energy consumption and
load balance. Other simulations made with different broadcast sourcesfor each
broadcasting task should also be done to analyze the impact of such a protocol
when the source is different for each broadcast. As forLBIP protocol, it should
be interesting to analyze our protocol using an energy consumption model which
considers reception costs and also with more realistic physical layer.
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